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Sonic P-06Developer(s)ChaosXPublisher(s)ChaosXSeriesSonic the Hedgehog (unofficial)EngineUnityPlatform(s)WindowsGenre(s)Platform Sonic P-06 is a platform game developed by Argentine programmer ChaosX for Windows. It is an unofficial remake of the 2006 sonic the hedgehog game, originally developed by Sonic Team and
published by Sega for the Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. As of August 2020, three demonstrations were released. Gameplay More info: Sonic the Hedgehog (2006 video game) Sonic P-06, as a remake of the 2006 video game Sonic the Hedgehog, is a 3D platformer. [1] As of November 2019, there are four playable characters: Sonic the
Hedgehog, Silver the Hedgehog, Miles Tails Prower and Knuckles the Echidna. [2] Although it is a faithful recreation,[1] P-06 features several changes designed to enhance the experience. The time spent on loading screens has been significantly reduced, while the graphics are more detailed. Character attributes have changed: Sonic
and Silver move faster, while the moves of Tails and Knuckles from Sonic Adventure (1998) and Sonic Adventure 2 (2001) have been reintroduced. [2] Players can also choose between sonic animations from the final game or their animations from a 2005 pre-release display. [2] Development Background Sonic the Hedgehog (commonly
called Sonic '06) is a 2006 platformer developed by Sonic Team and published by Sega for xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. It was supposed to be a reboot of the Sonic franchise,[2] with a more realistic setting than previous games. [3] The game faced serious behind-the-scenes issues that forced Sonic Team to speed up development,[4] and
after release, received unfavorable reviews for its history, controls, camera, bugs, and long load times. According to Engadget: many consider sonic '06 as the lowest point in the franchise... Most Sonic fans want to forget that the game has already been released. [2] The game was never released on personal Windows computers, despite
pre-release announcements suggesting that it would do so, so some Sonic fans made unofficial efforts to develop a port. [2] As of 2015,[5] a group led by developers Gistix and Mefiresu worked on a sonic the hedgehog port using the Unity game engine, and launched a series of demonstrations between 2017 and 2018. [6] Although
development of the project continued, progress has slowed, and Gistix is no longer involved. [2] Sonic P-06 production is being developed by Argentine programmer ChaosX. ChaosX had been a fan of Sonic since childhood, when he received a Sega Genesis with a copy of the original Sonic the Hedgehog (1991). [2] He played through
the Genesis Sonic library. When he got a PlayStation 2 (PS2) in 2010, he played his Sonic releases, as he Addicted to Sonic the Hedgehog and games in general by that point, and when he got a computer, he played more Sonic titles like the Sonic Adventure games. [2] [2] after getting the computer that ChaosX learned of the game from
2006, and immediately fascinated him. Your advertisements, atmosphere, tone and sound, CGI, graphics... everything resonated with me... He caught my eye like crazy. [2] ChaosX tried unsuccessfully to obtain a copy of the game, despite being aware that it had been poorly received; it didn't matter to him. [2] It was during this time that
ChaosX began to venture into game development, having learned about the sonic fan community. He began working at Blitz3D before moving to Unity in 2014. His first project in Unity was the World Adventure Project, an effort to port the 2008 sonic unleashed game —which, similar to the 2006 game, he had no way to play—for Windows.
[2] He abandoned the World Adventure Project after realizing that he had the ability to remake Sonic the Hedgehog in Unity and thus be able to experience it. He also saw the opportunity to fix his problems and restore content that had been discarded during development, [giving] a second chance. Although he had never played the game,
ChaosX, from the analysis of gameplay images, had a strong sense of what he needed to recreate. He made a folder that houses gigabytes of reference material, including pre-release and post-release images. [2] ChaosX began with the few pieces of the original code that are accessible, and began by redoing each level while ignoring or
hiding the issues that are present in the official game. [2] However, he had to develop much of the P-06 from scratch, such as animations, textures, shaders, and types, and gathered some Unity assets. ChaosX has recruited numerous individuals to help with development. Scottish developer Gotta Play Fast used Autodesk 3ds Max to
combine separate model files for sonic to make it work better in Unity, while BeatZ helped chaosX in creating textures, model manipulation and polishing collision detection. Other contributors include Daguar, Volcano the Bat, Wiz Genesis, Hero, Sajid, LuRodSil, HyperPolygon64, KnuxFan24, Thomas James Baker and BrianuuuSonic. [2]
Many contributors consider their work smaller, as much of the actual development is handled by ChaosX. [2] Release ChaosX released the first demonstration of P-06 — containing two levels, Wave Ocean and Kingdom Valley — in April 2019. [7] An update containing bug fixes, improved widescreen support, and other minor
improvements was released the following month. The second demo, which added the three Dusty Desert, Flame Core, and Radical Train levels, was released in October 2019, and a bug fix update was released in November. After the November update, chaosx paused to focus on other projects. He's not sure when the remake will be A
wild guess would probably be in two years, but I'm pretty unsure about it. [2] A third demonstration was launched in July 2020 and added the of the steps in Sonic's story,[8] followed by an update in August 2020 that addressed several bugs in the previous build. [9] See also list of unofficial media references Sonic ^ a b Grayson, Nathan
(April 22, 2019). Fans are trying to fix the notoriously bad Sonic 2006 with a remake. Kotaku. Filed from the original on July 18, 2019. Retrieved March 20, 2020. ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t Summers, Nick (December 11, 2019). A fan's struggle to fix the worst game in Sonic's history. Engadget. Filed from the original on December
12, 2019. Retrieved March 20, 2020. ^ Eddy, Andy (May 24, 2006). E3 2006: Sonic Team Interview. TeamXbox. pp. 1-3. Filed from the original on October 22, 2013. Retrieved February 22, 2019. ^ Shea, Brian (November 14, 2016). Where Sonic went wrong. Game informant. Filed from the original on August 8, 2017. Retrieved August 7,
2017. ^ Johnson, Leif (January 8, 2017). Some Modders have spent over a year remaking the worst 'Sonic' game for PC. Mother. Filed from the original on January 9, 2017. Retrieved March 21, 2020. ^ Miller, Daniel (January 10, 2017). [Watch] Sonic The Hedgehog 2006 has been remade in a game that is not bad. Gamezone. Filed from
the original on August 8, 2017. Retrieved August 8, 2017. ^ Co, Franz (April 23, 2019). Sonic 2006 fan remake tries to fix the flaws of the games. Gamerevolution. Filed from the original on April 26, 2019. Retrieved March 20, 2020. ^ ^ More Reading Horti, Samuel (April 21, 2019). Now you can play the terrible Sonic '06 on PC thanks to
this remake of the Drive. PC Gamer. Filed from the original on April 28, 2019. Retrieved March 20, 2020. External links The Sonic Project 06 v2.5 in the Internet Archive Recovered from the Https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sonic_P-06&amp;oldid=986237013 'ChaosX' from YouTube has been working on a new fan remake of
Sonic 06 for the PC, called Sonic the Hedgehog (P-06). Sonic the Hedgehog (P-06) promises to bring the Sonic game from the console on our platform via Unity Engine, and a demo is currently available for you to download. Sonic 06 is described as one of sonic's worst games released to date, especially due to its gruesome story and
cheese cutting scenes. That moment when the princess kissed Sonic... Yes... It's that Sonic game. But anyway, since Sonic 06 never came out on the PC platform, players have been trying to create fan remakes of it. In 2017, we reported on another remake of Sonic 2006, called SONIC THE HEDGEHOG PC. There was also a
demonstration for that sonic 2006 remake, however his development team did not disclose additional detail about it (so it might as well be dead). Interested parties can download the demo for this new remake of Sonic 06 from here or here. If, for some reason, reason, do not want to download the demo, but still want to see what chaosx
has created, you can watch the official trailer below. Have fun! Project '06 - Demo Release Version 3 Freeware License downloads 417 Language Multilingual Type Video Games System Windows 8.10 Download This remake of Sonix 06 on PC represents an admirable effort on the part of its developer, Chaos X, to repair an injustice of
2006, that of having released a Sonic game unworthy of that name. This demo shows the full extent of the improvements made since then. The story of Sonic 06 is infamous, as the release of the game has been rushed into the console so developers can move on. Failed graphics, gameplay issues, bugs... The number of problems
encountered was enough for Chaos X to decide to take things into his own hands and for several years devoted all his time to remaking the game completely and finally doing him justice. Now, the Sonic P-06 project exists and downloads for free, thanks to the efforts of its developer. Very present on Youtube, where levels and advances
are presented with each new version, the author of the remake also proposes to test the latest version on his PC, in a version of some levels, faithfully reproduced and playable on the pad. Discover without further ado this crazy and ambitious bet, which could very well revive a title that we thought cursed forever. Never.
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